
Ez2® Rotary Action File
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Take it for a spin...
What comes in a rectangular cabinet, spins 360o, and changes cluttered storage spaces into organized 
cabinets of wonder? No, it’s not the latest office superhero, it’s the Ez2® Rotary Action File.

Okay, so maybe it is a bit of a superhero. After all, it has some amazing features that make it a great 
solution for nearly any storage situation, regardless of what you’re storing.

Don’t believe us? See for yourself.
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You want to store what?

No matter if you’re storing binders and folders or wine bottles and 
your Kenny G collection. We can configure the Ez2® to hold just about 
anything. It can come equipped with shelves for miscellaneous storage, 
multimedia drawers for everything from CDs to paper clips, and large 
storage drawers for everything else.

It’s in the wall.

Like a magical doorway to filing paradise, the 
Ez2® can be installed in a well for the ultimate in 
space savings.

Since the unit rotates 360o, the back of the unit 
doesn’t need to be accessible in order to get to 
everything being stored in the unit.

This feature also make it a great room divider. Put 
in between room in the same department and 
use it for shared file storage. Or use it to divide 
up different departments and utilize the locking 
feature to allow only one side to be accessible to 
it’s respective department.
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McNees Wallace& Nurick LLC installations of Ez2® Systems on several floors 
of the building to store legal materials in large file folders.
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Sure, we can do that...
No matter what the application or where the installation, we can find a way to make you 
happy. Really. We won’t shy away from custom work, we welcome it with open arms.

Take this installation for example. Seems pretty simple, right? A couple of 7 high Ez2® 
units filled with file folders. No big deal.

Except to the customer it was a bid deal. They wanted rotary units that could be sat back 
to back to maximize their floor space usage. They wanted pull-out reference shelves that 
didn’t snag on the underlying folders. And they wanted a bunch of units, on several floors, 
in a color that was cohesive with their current interior design. Done, done, and done.

Want to learn more about the work that we do? Visit our case studies section on the web.
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Compare and contrast.
When it comes to our Ez2® Rotary Action File, we feel that no one can compare to what we’ve created. 
Not in style, functionality, affordability, convenience... you name it, we think Ez2® will give you the 
best bang for your buck.

Check out these stats and decide for yourself.

No foot pedal, no problem.

Our Ez2® units don’t require a foot pedal to rotate them. What does this mean? Well, not only 
are our units easier to use, but it means they require less floor space. No foot pedal means a 
smaller footprint and it eliminates a tripping hazard.

Ez2® from 
Datum

Times- 2 Speed Files® 
Richards-Wilcox

Rotary File Cabinet 
from Direct Line

ARC™ Rotary Files 
from Mayline

Upcharge for
Preassembled Units NO YES YES YES

Can be expand from
both sides YES NO YES YES

Can be expanded 
without disassembly YES NO YES YES

Can be rotated from 
either side of the unit YES

NO (requires addition-
al foot pedal)

YES YES

Can be locked in all
four positions YES YES YES NO

Can relocated with
standard hand truck YES NO YES YES

Positive position control YES YES YES YES

Quick Ship

Colors available
Any standard 

color
Limited standard 

colors
Limited standard 

colors
Limited standard 

colors
Leadtime 5-10 days 2-5 days 3 days 3 days
Models available All models Limited models Limited models Limited models
Upcharge NO YES NO NO

Order quantity limit NONE YES
Subject to product 

availability
5 units

Warranty Lifetime Limited Lifetime Limited Lifetime Limited Lifetime
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We don’t call it “Ez” for nothing.

If you run out of storage and need to add more, it expands 
to either side with the simple addition of a new unit.

It can lock it all 4 positions for convenient usage and 
security.

Use it from either side. This handy function makes it ideal 
for a room divider.

No matter how you look 
at it, our Ez2® really does 
live up to it’s name.

Expands easily to either side!
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